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durham e-theses theokaiy imagination of symbolism: the ... - late 19th and early 20th century
symbolist artists in western europe. japanese yōkai imagery, which we find in diverse mediums such as
buddhist handscrolls, woodblock prints and netsuke, gave vivid expression to a long established belief in
japanese culture in the existence of a world of ghosts and demons existing on the thresholds and borders
given a bad rap: the women of nineteenth-century spiritualism - 1731, and it now contains over
500,000 volumes and 100,000 graphics. until the mid-20th century, its mission was to serve the reading needs
of its ... create an exhibition on 19th-century spiritualism, and if it were to do so, ... spiritualism offered
mediums such as freaks in late nineteenth-century british media and medicine - the overarching aim of
this study is to demonstrate the centrality of freaks in late nineteenth-century british culture as shown through
print. the prevalence of freaks in print reflects the physical presence of freaks in popular entertainment and
scientific communities. century of research on adcs copy - sgha - mediums arise in virtually every society,
no matter how primitive or isolated. but in our western tradition, serious, scholarly research on spontaneous
communications from the dead, received by the living without the help of a medium, probably dates back to
the groundbreaking work of the society for psychical research in britain in the late 19th historical painting
techniques, - the getty - historical painting techniques, materials, and studio practice at the uni versity of
leiden, the netherlands, 26-29 june 1995, contains the results of work on historical painting techniques from all
parts of the world. the suggestion to organize such a meeting was raised during the symposium
aic1952artlife 01 - lakeimageswebtic - seen brushes, porcelain box for seal, and four volumes of the book,
"bamboo studio. jerrems — four british paintings of the 19th century, including john moore," by sir william
beechey. international business machines — giovanni battista piranesl, the etchings prisons blum's vogue
thirty french, english and american - 30 - 000011 important summer dates register online or by phone mediums as you progress through this course. enjoy drawing success in the very first class. refine your ...
volumes, and details of the head, creating a realistic likeness and producing the illusion ... 19th-century
carriage house. drawing i: short form nick francel [0391m] 6 sessions ... history of the human sciences the
fukurai affair: ª the ... - the history of psychology in japan from the late 19th century until the first half of
the ... such mediums still exist and are ... spanning two volumes, was edited by kokka-igakukai, a national
society for medicine. among the 11 papers written by 7 authors, fukurai was the only stratigraphic
nomenclature and description - cation by the survey since the late 19th century. at that time the geologic
names committee (or gnc) not only considered names for lithologic units and the geologic age terms applied to
them but also adjudi- cated (1) the correct use of petrologic terms and structural terms and their symbols, and
(2) the apt- march at penn calendar, vol. 53, no. 24, february 27, 2007 - upcoming 1 equus unbound:
fairman rogers and the age of the horse; examines the role of the horse in 19th century industrial america;
reception: march 13, 5:30 p.m.; kamin gallery, van pelt-dietrich center. through june 15. supplemental
course descriptions for spring 2019 - udel - arth 626-10 art & performance in the long 19th century art in
relation to music, opera, theatre, poetry, cabaret, circus, street theatre, & early cinema. tragedy & comedy,
gender & sexuality, celebrity, artistic performance, & inter-art connections will be considered with multiple
artistic mediums & primary critical texts & recent literature. antique and collectibles exhibition pensacola fair - antique and collectibles exhibition *** building no. 7 *** sponsorship by the st. anne's altar
society enter through parking lot (next to open-air-stage) in cooperation with persons interested in the
collection and showing of antique and collectible items, the pensacola interstate fair, inc. is privileged and
proud to present this outstanding lessons from histories of the sciences 1 - sgha - lessons from histories
of the sciences1 by richard noakes abstract this paper surveys the different uses to which history has been
put, and the different historiographical perspectives adopted, in psychical research and related enterprises
since the mid-nineteenth century. it contrasts recent historiographies of the science with those international
journal of innovative research in advanced ... - abstract— in an early 19th century, modern refrigeration
technologies were introduced to the world. in the last few ... thermoacoustic refrigeration system is powered
by either a heat engine running on waste heat or an electric source. due to compression and expansion of air
packets heat transfer across two mediums is made possible. iv. extreme market reactions to news media
- search elibrary - the late 19th century was accompanied by the publication of investing guides and price
lists distributed with newspapers (preda, 2001). the first newspapers articulated bourses. today, news
transmitted at light-speed is a powerful influence on the firm’s information environment. yet, despite the
media’s prominent role in financial plato's ghost spiritualism in the american renaissance ... - gutierrez,
0199889139, 9780199889136, oxford university press, usa, 2009 ... cathy gutierrez places spiritualism in the
context of the 19th-century american renaissance. although this epithet usually signifies the sudden
blossoming of ... in four volumes, including the behavior, class, evolution, and physiology of both wild and
domestic acrylic artist color acrylic artist color acrylic ref ... - organic pigments have their origins in the
19th century. industrial production developed at the beginning of the twen-tieth century owing to new
manufacturing processes in organic chemistry. these synthetic pigments have become an important group in
the manufacture of artists’ colors, producing bright and luminous shades of great intensity and program -
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greater hudson heritage network - design upon 19th-century american artistic and architectural
interpretations. at the presentation's core is the following thesis: specific characteristics of the picturesque, as
embodied in the a.j. davis-designed architectural alterations at montgomery place, present uniquely severe
challenges to long-term maintenance and stewardship. ann d. braude - hwpi.harvard - ann d. braude .
harvard divinity school . 45 francis avenue . cambridge, ma 02138 (617) 495-5705 . ... “spirit mediums and
indian guides: a gendered view of ethnicity in nineteenth-century america,” ... spiritualism and reform in 19thcentury america,” new england historical association, 1986 ... the yellow book (1894-1897): an overview the yellow book (1894-1897): an overview in early 1894 henry harland and aubrey beardsley successfully
pitched a new kind of illustrated magazine to publisher john lane. like the belles lettres published by lane and
his partner, elkin mathews, at the bodley head, the periodical was to be distinctive and distinguished in format,
to combine the wensheng qu chinese translations of legal terms in early ... - into three parts and six
volumes, among which the part wu che ... the mid-nineteenth century played in introducing chinese law to the
west, they ... paper mediums edited, translated or written by ... inside: the story of the hewitt sisters
connect - of the 19th century (landmarks of scientific discovery, imaginative fictions, popular science,
newspaper hoaxes, dime novels, and more). showcased alongside selected historical artifacts from
smithsonian museum collections, the books on exhibition will trace the impact of the period’s science on the
world of fiction. the new york public library manuscripts and archives division - the new york public
library manuscripts and archives division guide to the richard mansfield family papers 1856-1940 [bulk
1898-1940] ... richard mansfield (1857-1907) was a prominent actor of the late 19th century. he was born in
helgoland, germany, into a family that excelled in the performing arts. ... through psychic mediums. after the
... the roots of the new age movement - oriental renaissance ... - the roots of the new age part two the
oriental renaissance of the 18th century the philosophers of the 18th century were disenchanted with the state
of civilization they saw around them. praise of another culture became popular. china was one of them. ... but
it was not until the 19th century the museum of modern art presents a retrospective of ... - on the 19thcentury cliché verre process, is comprised of three large-scale modular works, all from 1974: autoeroticism,
fetishism, and lesbianism. the works are comprised of separately stretched canvas panels with considerable
hand-applied color on the photographic image, invoking clichés associated with autoeroticism, fetishism, and
lesbianism. sterling and francine clark art institute | williamstown ... - volumes cm includes
bibliographical references and index. isbn 978-1-935998-09-9 (clark hardcover : alk. paper) — ... 19th-century
european paintings at the sterling and francine clark art institute. ... possibly the result of additional mediums
in the paint layers. the ground is an off-white commercially applied layer. centennial year the cleveland
museum of art members ... - mediums to create artistic dia-logues, arnold chang (the paint - er) and
michael cherney (the ... 19th-century views gave way in the 20th century to more cynical, ironic depictions.
the show also ... ers published in two volumes in and 18821884. clavaud taught courses on botanical drawing
at the gloucestershire newspapers a guide to national & local ... - gloucestershire newspapers contents
page no introduction 3 ... 19th century british library newspapers ... solicitors, auctioneers and the public
generally one of the most effective mediums for advertising in the west of england. advocates the interest of
no party, but simply contends for the maintenance in its integrity of the ... newsletter from the moravian
archives, bethlehem pa voices ... - handwritten volumes from a private individual in germa-ny. one volume
is beautifully ... three mediums (original manuscript, reproduction image, moravian roots entry), which in turn
serves to ... kyle is a scholar of 19th-century america, with an emphasis on print culture. he has fallen in love
with teaching. he enjoys urban explora- the typological rhetoric of tomás gutiérrez alea’s la ... - how to
understand the drastically different natures of god in the two volumes. the prophetic sense of typology should
also be noted; an old testament type ... especially since the 19th century, typology has lost its . place in
biblical studies. theologists no longer typologically interpret the bible ... and history was one of the mediums
he ... the concordia undergraduate journal of art history (cujah ... - concern the development of writing
and exhibiting practices emerging out of 19th century industrial europe, drawing from elds and topics as
diverse as media studies and critical theory, formalism in art, performative rhetoric and the history of science.
freewriting and proofreading texts on art feature among preferred pastimes. jse 281 online final scientificexploration - experience: background” which summarizes the preceding volumes in the series.
carter does a good job of surveying the classic survival literature ... 19th-century case of katsugoro and a
series of burmese cases published in 1898, whereas wortabet (1860) described an interesting syrian druse
case ... through two or more mediums in such a way ... week 5 jace wittig, - rockport music - volumes of
his works. victoria felt a great affection for the four marian antiphons, composing numerous settings ...
johannes brahms was one of the major forces of german romanticism in the 19th century. his musical output
includes works in nearly all the main genres of the time. he was a prolific ... commissioned in 2013 for
chanticleer’s ... visual poetry: a brief history of ancestral roots and ... - visual poetry: a brief history of
ancestral roots and modern traditions by karl kempton introduction a visual poem may be defined simply as a
poem composed or designed to be consciously seen. the modern visual poem is generally composed with ...
western european culture in the 19th century. bumping up against 1900 the influence of carl jung’s
archetype of the shadow on ... - the influence of carl jung’s archetype of the shadow on early 20th century
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literature dana brook thurmond rollins college, ... family, three sisters who claimed to be mediums. mysterious
rapping noises followed the girls, and it was said that they communicated with the dead. brandt and helen
mckay steele collection - indianahistory - 65 boxes manuscripts, 1 omb, 3 flat files, 13 bound volumes, 11
boxes of black and white photographs, 1 box color photographs, 2 boxes ova photographs, 5 paa photo
albums, ... in the last half of the 19th century. rembrandt "brandt" theodore steele (1870-1965) was the son of
noted indiana artist ... visit with mediums and attend séances. at ... the philad elphia rare books &
manuscripts company - prb&m c david szewczyk & cynthia davis buffington, principals, llc c sessa b ks the
philad elphia rare books & manuscripts company the arsenal, building 4 (officers’ quarters) c 2375 bridge
street c philadelphia, pa 19137 shipping or mailing: prb&m – arsenal #4 c 5301 tacony street, ste. 314 c
philadelphia pa 19137 e- mail rarebks@prbm c phone (215) 744-6734 c fax (215) 744-6137 c doctoral (phd)
theses - u-szeged - doctoral (phd) theses andrás döbör the politics of the press and the political press in
hungary at the end of the 18th and in the first half of the 19th century hungarian newspapers in the service of
national identity, modernization and civil transformation during the enlightenment and the reform age topic
leader: dr. péter zakar calendar of events fall 2014 - manhattanville college - between mediums. in
addition to his art practice, bergesen teaches studio and digi- ... his volumes of critical essays include the
classic volumes “decolonizing the mind and barrel of a pen: re- ... created in the late 19th century by frederick
law olmsted, from the lead pastor - bethlehemcov - ternet news articles, blogs, texts, tweets, and other
digital mediums deliver massive amounts of infor-mation to us every day. given the impact of the written word
upon our minds and hearts, reading the scriptures remains one of the ... when revival came to sweden in the
19th century, it took off in the context of everyday ... merse bible has ... women in art - hunter-wolff
gallery - women in art women bringing us art who’s who - woman of the west contents ... create an
environment that speaks volumes, without words, about your success. for your free consultation, call sharon at
719- ... manner or style of painting developed in the mid-19th century, characterized by avant-garde asian
contemporary art to be presented at ... - asian contemporary & chinese 20 th century art evening sale
saturday, 29 may 2010, 7:30pm asian contemporary art day sale ... three decades under chairman mao’s rule,
by the 1980s, large volumes of western publications were translated ... executed with bold colours and diverse
mediums. they are also equally infused with elements of classical ... eliminating indian stereotypes from
american society ... - emphasized, "we didn't die off in the 19th century. we're living people."' however,
despite the efforts of civil rights groups, indian leaders, and other concerned citizens, many people continue to
tolerate discrimination against native americans." traditional legal remedies such as equal spring 2019
register now - thecontemporaryaustin - mediums as you progress through this course. enjoy drawing
success in the very first class. refine your ... volumes, and details of the head, creating a realistic likeness and
producing the illusion ... 19th-century carriage house. drawing i: short form emily hoyt [0194m] 7 sessions
arthur conan doyle - normanc.utexas - photographs, including images of individuals with manifestations of
others, mediums, and images of fairies. in addition, several albums contain images of doyle and his family,
various foreign cities and countries, and spirit photographs. finally, there is a series of large prints of spirit
photographs that doyle used during his spiritualism lecture volume 8 july 2014 issue 2 - 3darchaeology cut into and written/painted on to many different surfaces using a variety of mediums. some ... charles iii of
bourbon and continued systematically into the 19th century until the most recent excavations. the
archaeological area of pompeii extends for ... volumes of ―yorkshire past and present‖ dated 1871, there is a
goldmine of english ... henry art gallery - university of washington - the collection was founded with a gift
of 178 19th century land-scape paintings from the personal collection of the museum’s founders, horace c. and
... mediums, and looks ahead to emerging trends in contemporary art and culture. ... access to object and
artist files and has a reference library of more than 5,000 volumes, drug plants in ancient and modern
mexico - tandfonline - volumes on the ’general history of the things of new spain’, also describes what
happened during the spanish conquest (mexican version) and could - therefore - not be published before the
end of the 19th century. finally sahagun’s texts appeared in print in mexico in 1938. centre for advanced
spatial analysis - ucl discovery - 19th century as civic or town design in a social context, but since the
1950s, planning has ... currently, large volumes of information about the environment and the city are being
delivered over the internet and its power to open up such ... collaborative work groups which are becoming
ever more popular mediums for such activities. in the rest ...
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